
TAKE AIM SHOOTING COMPLEX (TASC) RANGE RULES

1.  The Range Safety Officer (RSO) has absolute authority in the shooting area. Failure
to comply with the RSO is grounds for immediate removal without refund.
2.  Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) must be worn at all times in the shooting 
area. Minimum PPE includes BOTH eye protection AND hearing protection.

•NOTE: Spent rounds are extremely hot. Exposed skin from tank-tops, muscle 
shirts, sandals, and low-cut shirts increase burn risk. Dress for safety.

3.  All firearms must enter our storefront AND exit the shooting area UNLOADED and 
INSIDE a range bag, case, or holster.

•EXCEPTION:  Lawful Open/Concealed carry pieces can remain loaded. 
Holstering and unholstering must still occur within the designated shooting stall;

•NEVER in the parking lot.
•NEVER in the retail area.
•NEVER anywhere else on our property.

4.  NEVER bring  jammed firearms into the retail area.
5.  Firearms not inside a range bag or case or holster must remain within the shooting 
stall.
6.  The only safe direction to point a firearm is DOWNRANGE. Downrange means 
parallel with the floor and ceiling and parallel with the side walls, aiming at the bullet 
trap. All loading, unloading, and shooting of firearms must take place with the muzzle 
pointing downrange.

•NEVER dangle a pistol at your side. (Maintain a Safe Direction)
•NEVER turn around with firearm in hand. (Maintain a Safe Direction)
•NEVER walk with a firearm outside of the stall. Always bring range bags and 
cases to the stall instead. (Maintain a Safe Direction)
•NEVER pass firearms between stalls. (Maintain a Safe Direction)

7.  No drawing from the holster.
•EXCEPTION:  During special events where holster draw has been pre-
approved and during formal training sessions.

8.  Shoot at authorized targets associated with your designated stall. TASC will hold 
those causing damage to range equipment or facilities financially liable for repairs and 
lost revenue.

•NEVER shoot at the target retrieval mechanism.
•NEVER shoot at a target found on a different lane, e.g., if you are assigned to 
lane #7 do not shoot at a target found on lane #6.

9.  Rapid fire and double-tapping is allowed in a safe and controlled manner. At their 
discretion, the RSO has the ability to restrict shooting to one round per second.
10. During a CEASEFIRE, all shooting must halt immediately. Drop all magazines and 
clear all chambers. If using a revolver, open and clear the cylinder. Place all weapons 
on the table in front of you pointing DOWNRANGE. The RSO will issue further 
instructions. Shooting may resume with the ALL CLEAR command from the RSO.
11.  Smoking, eating, drinking, chewing tobacco, and all consumables are forbidden in 
the shooting area.
12.  All cell phones and electronic devices are forbidden in the shooting area.
13.  Pregnant women are not allowed on the premises to prevent fetal exposure to 
Lead and loud noise.



14.  Those under the influence of drugs or medications that impair motor skills or 
cognition are forbidden to be on the premises.
15.  Those 17 years and younger are not allowed in the shooting area without an adult 
or guardian. The adult or guardian will be FULLY responsible for the child. Children 
under 12 years of age are not permitted in the shooting area at any time for insurance 
purposes.
16.  No one is allowed to cross the firing line for any reason at any time. The firing line 
uses a red background stripe with white lettering reading DO NOT CROSS . It has 
been painted on the floor in front of each shooting stall.
17.  Each shooter is responsible for cleaning up their shooting stall prior to leaving. You
may collect your own brass BEHIND the firing line on a CEASEFIRE period. You may 
NOT collect brass PAST the firing line.
18.  Take Aim Shooting Indoor Range is NOT responsible for personal property or 
equipment left on the premises.
19.  Rented firearms must use factory ammunition purchased at TASC.

RANGE FIREARM INFORMATION

 
PERMITTED CALIBERS: All Pistol calibers, Shotgun slugs, and
30Cal. Rifle and below.
PERMITTED FIREARMS: All pistols, AR and AK style Rifles 30 Caliber and below.
PROHIBITED FIREARMS: Muzzle Loaders and Black Powder.
P  ROHIBITED AMMUNITION: Above 30 caliber, Armor Piercing, Steel Core, Tracer, 
Explosive, Incendiary, Buck Shot, Bird Shot, and any Ammunition where the Bullet

           Tip responds to magnets, e.g., steel core ammunition.

Important: 
 Yearly Memberships are a 1 year commitment. Early cancellation is subject

to a $250.00 fee if canceled within the calendar year of signing up.

   I UNDERSTAND AND WILL FOLLOW TASC RULES INCLUDING TAKE AIM'S
EARLY CANCELLATION FEE. 

     DATE_____________                SIGNATURE_________________________________
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